
drinks
MACKNADE NO.1
MACKNADE NO.2
EARL GREY
GUNPOWDER GREEN
MINTY BLEND
FLORAL 
DECAF                   ALL @ £2.5          

ESPRESSO                           £2
MACCHIATO                    £2.25
CORTADO                         £2.5
FLAT WHITE                     £2.5
AMERICANO                     £2.5
LATTE                             £2.75 CAPPUCCINO                  £2.75
ICED COFFEE                       £3
MOCHA                                £3
CHAI LATTE                         £3

EXTRA SHOT | SYRUP      50p

would you rather have?
OAT | BROWN RICE | SOYA  

ALMOND | COCONUT | HAZELNUT 
M*LKS OR DECAF? 

Just let us know!

Teacoffee               
EXTRA THICK 
ITALIAN HOT CHOCOLATE    £4
w/ kentish whipped cream & marshmallows

CHOOSE FROM: 
MILK | DARK | WHITE CHOCOLATE

EXTRA TOPPINGS  +25p 
choc chips (white, milk or dark), 
coconut chips, crushed hazelnuts 

FRESHLY SQUEEZED OJ  £3.2
 
SMOOTHIES & JUICES     £3.5
 
SQUARE ROOT SODA         £3
cola | lemonade | ginger beer 

& more

beer & cider
bottles

WHITSTABLE BAY BLONDE LAGER                    £4
(SHEPHERD NEAME, 4.5% ABV)                                                                           330ml

BLUE TOP IPA                                                   £4.8
(OLD DAIRY BREWERY, 4.8% ABV)                                                  500ml

SPRATWAFFLER SESSION IPA                         £4.5
(TIME AND TIDE, 3.7% ABV)                                                            440ml
 

BEAR ISLAND EAST COAST PALE ALE             £4.8
(SHEPHERD NEAME, 4.8% ABV)                                                       500ml

MILLER’S ALE TRADITIONAL BITTER              £4.8
(Canterbury Ales, 4% ABV)                                                             500ml

TONBRIDGE RAVEN STOUT                                £5
(TONBRIDGE BREWERY, 5.2% ABV)                                                500ml

ORIGINAL CIDER                                                  £5
(DUDDAS TUN, 6.5% ABV)                                                              500ml  

ELDERFLOWER SPARKLING CIDER                    £5
(TURNERS, 5.5% ABV)                                                                     500ml

UBER BREW                                                       £5.2
(OLD DAIRY, 3.8% ABV)

RACING TIGER                                                               £5.2
(ANGELS & DAEMONS, 4.2% ABV)

NIGHT BIRD                                                                   £5.2
(NIGHTINGALE CIDER, 4.9% ABV)

on draught PINT

square root soda
These drinks are made using 

fresh ingredients by the team 
of skilled Soda Jerks
(technical term!) 

in East London.

Square Root 
create 

extraordinary 
drinks with 
guaranteed 

quality and zero 
artificial 
additives - 

making every soda the best 
it can be.

time and tide brewing
Founded by a couple of 
Spratwafflers (folk originating 

from North Deal), 
Time and Tide 

are a progres-
sive brewery 
inspired by the 
coast & their 
love of for-
aging - every 

beer they make 
is packed full of 

flavour.

We love their Spratwaffle, 
an easy drinking Session IPA.



We pride ourselves on having a large selection of unusual wines produced right here on our Kentish doorstep, plus new & old 
world wines from across the globe. All of the wines you see on our shelves are available to drink in for a small corkage charge 
and we also offer a selection of wines by the glass.

BIDDENDEN DORNFELDER                         £6/£20 
(BIDDENDEN, KENT 11.5% ABV)   
Fresh raspberries and summer fruits abound in this refreshing, 
light red wine. Can be drunk chilled for a great summer refreshment.

CERRO ANON RIOJA CRIANZA                   £6/£20 
(RIOJA ALTA, SPAIN 13.5% ABV)
Initial fruity nose followed by the spicy aromas obtained during the 
cask ageing process.
   
COSTE DI MORO MONTEPULCIANO           £7/£25
(ABRUZZO, ITALY 14% ABV) 
A pronounced nose of black cherries & a toasty note from the oak 
ageing. Full bodied with a fruity finish.

red

CHARTHAM BACCHUS                                £7/£24
(CANTERBURY, KENT 11.5% ABV) 
Pale straw with green tinges. Distinctive aromatic bouquet 
with tasting notes of elderflower and citrus.

LA BATTISTINA GAVI                     £6/£20
(PIEMONTE, ITALY 12% ABV)
Aromatic, zesty nose with notes of apple, lime & white flower. 
The wine has juicy apple & lemon characters with an 
attractive minerality.

LAUREATUS ALBARINO                              £7/£21
(GALICIA, SPAIN 12.5% ABV)
An elegant, dry wine with lemon-drop aromas, bright acidity, 
and exotic citrus and candied lemon peel flavours.

white
CERRADELLO PROSECCO                          £6/£20
(VENETO, ITALY 11.5% ABV) 
Zingy grapefruit and a summer strawberry bite on the palate. 
Bright with bursting acidity, and well balanced.   
GUSBOURNE BRUT                         £9/£46 
(APPLEDORE, KENT 12% ABV)
Gold in colour, aromas of cherry & strawberry, develop into fresh 
pastry notes with touches of spice.

sparkling

HUSH HEATH 
BALFOUR NANNETTE’S ROSÉ                    £8/£25 
(STAPLEHURST, KENT 11.5% ABV)
A herby and aromatic nose. The palate shows strawberry and red 
berry fruit with a refreshing acidity. Crisp and light.
 

WAYFARER ROSÉ                                        £8/£25
(WOODCHURCH, KENT 12% ABV)                                
Zingy grapefruit and a summer strawberry bite on the palate. 
Bright with bursting acidity, and well balanced.

LES QUATRE TOURS 
UN ETE EN PROVENCE                                £6/£20 
(PROVENCE, FRANCE 12.5% ABV)    
Delightfully refreshing. Fruity aromas with red currants, strawberries 
& grapefruit.

rosé

by the glass

175ML/BTL

175ML/BTL

175ML/BTL

125ML/BTL

MIMOSA                                                                £7
prosecco & freshly squeezed orange juice

KENTISH G&T                                                       £7
copper rivet gin, fever tree meditteranean tonic & pink grapefruit

AMALFI G&T                                                         £7
staibano lemon gin, fever tree light tonic & lemon

CLASSIC NEGRONI                                            £7.5
fatman & friends barrel aged negroni & orange

NEGRONI SPRITZ                                              £8.5
fatmans barrel aged negroni & aromatic fever tree tonic

ESPRESSO MARTINI                                          £7.5
fatmans espresso martini feat. lost sheep kentish coffee

PLEASE ASK OUR TEAM FOR A FULL LIST 
OF OUR SPIRITS & LIQUEURS!

perfect serves
SEEDLIP G&T                                                     £5.5
garden 108, fever tree indian tonic & mint

0% VALLFORMOSA CAVA                                 £3.5
125ml

BIRRA MORETTI ZERO                                    £3.25
 330ml 

STOWFORD PRESS LOW ALCOHOL CIDER      £3.5
0.5% abv                                                                                          330ml

 

no & low 
alcohol



wine 
We pride ourselves on having a large selection of unusual wines produced right here on our Kentish doorstep, plus new & old 
world wines from across the globe. All of the wines you see on our shelves are available to drink in for a small corkage charge 
and we also offer a selection of wines by the glass.

BARNSOLE RED                                                  £22
(STAPLE, KENT 11.5% ABV)    
This fuller bodied red wine presents stewed fruits and figs on the 
palette with plum and cherry.

CHARTHAM PINOT NOIR                                   £26
(CANTERBURY, KENT 12.5% ABV)
Morello cherry and vanilla characters on the nose. The palate is 
delicate yet firm - both silky and rich with a long finish.

FELINO MALBEC                                                 £23
(MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 14% ABV) 
Aromas of black fruit and fresh plum mixed with graphite notes. 
Balanced & energetic on the palate, with round tannins.
       
GUILLAUME GONNET 
‘LE HARDI’ CÔTES DU RHÔNE                          £25
(RHONE, FRANCE 14% ABV)                  
This wine is rich, complex, yet approachable. Red and dark fruits, 
cherries and spices on the nose and palate.

TELIANI SAPERAVI                                              £21 
(KAKHETI, GEORGIA 13% ABV)     
A strikingly deep purple colour, bright & juicy with fresh crunchy dark 
berry flavours & a perfectly balanced acidity.

MABIS VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO                        £23 
(VERONA, ITALY 14% ABV)    
Bursting with cherries on the nose, great depth of flavour with a 
hint of sweetness from the ripasso dried grapes.

red
SIMPSONS ROMAN ROAD CHARDONNAY        £32
(BARHAM, KENT 13% ABV)    
Pineapple and apricot aromas, complimented with sweet oak, 
clementine and mixed spice flavours.

HEPPINGTON PINOT GRIS                                £24
(KENT DOWNS 11.5% ABV)      
Aromas of orchard fruit, a smooth and honeyed mid-palate and 
elegant acidity this clean and zesty Gris holds a lengthy finish.

VON BUHL DRY RIESLING                                 £22
(PFALZ, GERMANY… 12.5% ABV)
Bright & lively with distinctive aromas of fresh peach & apricot, 
An edge of flint & minerality. 

SEASALTER SAUVIGNON BLANC                      £23
(DARLING, SOUTH AFRICA 14% ABV)     
Stone fruit and green apple together with hints of kelp, 
sea-breeze and a touch of oak.  

DUC DE MORNY PICPOUL DE PINET                 £20
(LANGUEDOC, FRANCE 13% ABV)     
Ripe melon fruit on the nose. The palate retains excellent freshness, 
balanced by a touch of white pepper spice that is very typical of 
its grape variety.

PALA VERMENTINO                                            £23 
(SARDINIA, ITALY 13.5% ABV) 
Intense, persistent floral & vegetable aroma with note of lime & 
balsamic. The palates vegetable notes are predominant, smooth, 
full, & well balanced, with a long persistent finish.

white

WESTWELL ORTEGA                                         £24
(CHARING, KENT 11.5% ABV)      
A nose of wild strawberries and honeysuckle with flavours of 
redcurrants, bramble fruits and a twist of white pepper on the finish.

SIMPSONS RAILWAY HILL                                  £26
(BARHAM, KENT 12.5% ABV)      
Fresh aromas of watermelon & lychee, with peachy, stone-fruit 
flavour. 

SANCERRE NEVEU ROSÉ                                   £26
(FRANCE 13% ABV)      
A pale salmon pink rosé, fresh with a delicate perfumed bouquet, 
finishing dry, well rounded with exceptional poise.

rosé
SQUERRYES VINTAGE BRUT                            £42
(WESTERHAM VALLEY, KENT 12% ABV)    
Orchard fruits and creaminess on the nose, with an abundance 
of rich, ripe fruit on the palette. 

WOODCHURCH CLASSIC CUVÉE                       £37 
(KENT 12% ABV)            
Almond and honey on the nose, bursting with fresh fruit flavours of 
pear, peach and strawberry and a  refreshing citrus finish.

CHARTHAM ROSE DE NOIR                               £36
(CANTERBURY, KENT 11.5% ABV)
Hints of peaches and strawberries on the nose. Brioche characters 
with a steely backbone and a long, elegant finish.

sparkling

FANCY ANOTHER BOTTLE FROM OUR RANGE? 
CHOOSE FROM ANY OF OUR WINES IN-STORE AND ADD £7.50 CORKAGE


